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Active@ Disk Image can backup and clone a complete hard disk. The active disk image activates the
backup operation and clone it. During diagnostic events, the DiskImage Maintenance Service provides

information about the state of the SATA/ATAPI/FAT system, and is also responsible for starting,
stopping, and terminating processes automatically. The service is useful when working with large data

arrays. If the drive does not fully meet all SATAPICS requirements, then the latest backup compression
may not provide the best result.If, for example, access to free disk space is divided into several logical
partitions, or if the partition does not have free space, then preparation for using the backup disk can

slow down significantly. If you wish to avoid this, it is important to have backup disks that contain text
files to provide access to the remote computer's files. Disk Image Files File systems of backup disks

For backup recovery, the file system ISO / FAT / NTFS is used, the backup disk completely saves the
backup files of the system. Each backup creates a CDROM (CDRom) file system, which is a

distributed directory, on the disk where the data is stored. It contains a file that is used to play a disk
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image or a bootable version of DiskImaging. Figure 1. Spare drive for data backup. Spare disks The file
space is at least 40,000 GB. These files are used to create backup files. What files should be saved? File

storage is created at the time of creating a backup on a memory card or on CD / DVD disks. Delete
backups You have the option to delete backups after a backup scan. You can do this in the File >

Rescue menu, then Move to Optional Shared Mode > Remove Migrate to Split Shared. If the contents
of the memory card or CD / DVD do not fully match your backup, then in the menu Move > Revision

Burn Move-to-Split Move. To install a backup disk image, you may need an operating system: Windows
7 (XP - requires Hardisk update) Windows XP (Vista - requires update KB2965871) To download and

install a backup system, you may also need the following: Install Keylo Updates
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